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a b s t r a c t

We present both simulated and partial empirical evidences for the computational util-
ity of many connected vesicle analogues of an encapsulated nonlinear chemical pro-
cessing medium. By connecting small vesicles containing a solution of sub-excitable
Belousov–Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction, sustained and propagating wave fragments are mod-
ulated by both spatial geometry, network connectivity and their interaction with other
waves. The processing ability is demonstrated through the creation of simple Boolean logic
gates and then by the combination of those gates to create more complex circuits.

© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The last half of the twentieth century has witnessed
huge leaps in technology spanning all areas of science. One
of the most noticeable areas is the dramatic success of
the von Neumann [41] architecture electronic digital com-
puter. Although modern digital computers or the software
has not advanced to a point where one computer could in-
dependently create another technologically superior com-
puter, or where software could compose more advanced
software,1 one could argue that from a purely technolog-
ical perspective, such a point has already been passed. It
has now become extremely difficult to design future com-
puters (and develop their software) without the aid of
existing computers (and software development tools). In
spite of such advances the current computer architecture
will always struggle with certain problems.2 Attempting
to advance computing beyond the current dogma, lays the
field of ‘Unconventional Computing’ [6]. This is an area of

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: holley@iee.org (J. Holley).

1 A so-called point of singularity.
2 For example, problems known to be NP hard, where the scale of the

problem is known, the solution is easily tested, but the solution remains
intractable with current algorithms.

study that explores alternative computational representa-
tion, substrates and strategies, the results ofwhich not only
create novel experimental processing devices [1], but also
contribute towards algorithms operating on conventional
serial digital computers. One direction in this genre is the
study of reaction diffusion (RD) computing [4], where the
innate behaviour of a chemical reaction and subsequent
diffusion in space and time can be used to present andma-
nipulate information. A suitable and convenient chemical
reaction for such processing is the Belousov–Zhabotinsky
(BZ) reaction, a type of reaction that is subject to non-
equilibrium thermodynamics creating a nonlinear chem-
ical oscillator [44]. In certain formulations, the BZ reaction
can produce visible travelling waves which can be used
to represent information [43]. Wave development is
effected not only by the reaction conditions, but by ge-
ometric obstacles and collisions with other waves. Com-
putation circuits analogous to electronic circuits can be
created with chemical pathways (conductors) routed
through a passive substrate (insulator) with waves repre-
senting signals (electron flow).

In order to illustrate the possibility of computation
in a BZ substrate some of the key components that are
used to create electronic digital computers such as diodes
[10,15,22], coincidence detector [19] and logic gates
[38,35,26,16] have been created. These components are
combined to createmore complex circuits such asmemory

1878-7789/$ – see front matter© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. (a) Lipid coated mono-layer (red) vesicle enclosing BZ solution
(blue). (b) Two vesicle lipid mono-layers link to form a lipid bi-layer
membrane connection. (c) Hexagonal array of lipid linked vesicles. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

[27,17,18], counters [19] and binary adders [9]. These cir-
cuits serve to demonstrate that it is possible to create
computational devices by modelling existing digital com-
ponents and functions within the RD frame work, this
approach amounts to conventional computing on an un-
conventional substrate.More interesting are some systems
that exemplify unconventional processing andmedia, such
as robot control [7,2] shortest path calculation [36,32,33,
11,3], image processing [24,8], information encoding [13]
and direction detection [28].

Contrary to these previous computation approaches in
a BZ medium we have focused on exploring the utility of
connecting small spherical processing elements contain-
ing BZ medium (vesicles) into functional networks [29].
Vesicles can be created by surrounding a solution of BZ
reactant with a mono-layer of lipids [34]. This cell like
structure has some interesting parallels with real neurons.
When twoormore vesicles are pressed together in solution
the gap between the lipid layer forms a chemical junction
similar to a synaptic cleft. Transmission of excitation from
one vesicle to another could be possible and the effective-
ness modulated by the suspension solution. Furthermore
the oscillatory nature of the BZ reaction can be likened to
the upstate firing (excitation) and downstate (inhibition)
of neural activity. Travelling waves can be created when
the BZ solution is in a sub-excitable mode and waves can
used to represent information signals, analogous to elec-
trical spike trains in neurons. Connections between vesi-
cles could be arranged in such away as to create functional
nuclei (Fig. 1). Reaction transmission in mono-layer lipid
coated droplets (2D vesicles) of oscillating BZ solution has
recently been reported [37].

In terms of connection, self-adaptation and longevity
the vesicle∼neuron analogy does not hold. Real neurons
are typified by their distributed connectedness, ability
to learn and self-sustain. Vesicles under consideration in
this work are only connected locally, also they cannot
be sustained beyond exhaustion of the reagent and at
this point no adaptation mechanism has been devised.
Nevertheless the rich phenomenological behaviour of the
BZ reaction connected in complex networks could give rise
to functions and insight to the sort of processing achieved
by biological circuits.

The remainder of the paper is comprised of the follow-
ing: Section 2.1 details the method of BZ numerical com-
puter simulation and graphical presentation. Section 2.2
introduces vesicle simplification, geometry and network-
ing. Simulation results exploring the vesicle geometry,
connectivity andmembrane function are presented in Sec-
tion 2.3. Elementary logic gates are presented in Section 3.1

Table 1
Kinetic and numerical values used in numerical simulations. ⋆ φ Varies
between two levels, sub-excited (L1) and inhibited (L2), φL1 = 0.076,
φL2 = 0.209.

Parameter Value Description

ϵ 0.022 Ratio of time scale for variables u and v

q 0.0002 Propagation scaling factor
f 1.4 Stoichiometric coefficient
φ ⋆ Excitability level (proportional to light level)
u ∼ Activator HBrO2
v ∼ Inhibitor Ru(bpy)3+3
Du 1.0 Activator diffusion coefficient
Dv 0 Inhibitor diffusion coefficient
1x 0.25 Spatial step
1t 0.001 Time step

and more complex circuits are presented in Sections 3.2
and 3.3. The results are discussed, future directions con-
sidered and a summary presented in the remaining Sec-
tions 4–6.

2. Methods

2.1. Computer simulations

We have employed a two variable version of the Oreg-
onator model [30] as a model of the BZ reaction [43,44]
adapted for photo-sensitive modulation of the Ru-cataly-
sed reaction [23].

∂u
∂t

=
1
ϵ


u − u2

− (f v + φ)
u − q
u + q


+ Du∇

2u

∂v

∂t
= u − v.

Variables u and v are the local instantaneous dimen-
sionless concentrations of the bromous acid autocatalyst
activator HBrO2 and the oxidised form of the catalyst in-
hibitor Ru(bpy)3+3 . φ symbolises the rate of bromide pro-
duction proportional to applied light intensity. Bromide
Br− is an inhibitor of the Ru-catalysed reaction, therefore
excitation can be modulated by light intensity; high inten-
sity light inhibits the reaction. Dependent on the rate con-
stant and reagent concentration ϵ represents the ratio of
the time scales of the two variables u and v. q is a scaling
factor dependent on the reaction rates alone. The diffusion
coefficients Du and Dv of u and v were set to unity and zero
respectively. The coefficient Dv is set to zero because it is
assumed that the diffusion of the catalyst is limited.

Numerical simulations were achieved by integrating
the equations using the Euler–ADI3 method [31] with a
time step δt = 0.001 and a spatial step δ = 0.25.
Experimental parameters are given in Table 1.

Networks of discs where created by mapping 2 differ-
ent φ values (proportional to light intensity) onto a rect-
angle of homogeneous simulation substrate. To improve
simulation performance the rectangle size was automat-
ically adapted depending on the size of the network, but
the simulation point density remained constant through-
out. The excitation levels, L1 → L2 relate to the partially
active disc interiors and non-active substrate.

3 Alternating direction implicit method.
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Fig. 2. Example the time lapse image creation. The image shown in
(f) is the accumulation of successive images shown from central wave
initiation in (a) to extinction in (e). Time lapses periods are 50 time steps
and the refractory tail of the inhibitor (u) shown inblue is not shown in the
time lapse image to improve clarity. The outer blue boundary indicates an
input disc when placed in a network. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

Fig. 3. BZ vesicle to BZ disc. A 2D cross section of 3D vesicle of sub-
excitable BZ medium is selected to create a BZ disc. A general purpose
unit of connectivity and computation investigated during these initial
explorations.

Discs are always separated by a single simulation point
wide boundary layer. Connection apertures between discs
are created by superimposing another small link disc at the
point of connection (typically a 2 → 6 simulation point
radius), simulation points have a 1:1 mapping with on
screen pixels. The reagent concentrations are represented
by a red and blue colour mapping; the activator, u is
proportional to red level and inhibitor, v proportional to
blue. The colour graduation is automatically calibrated
to minimum and maximum levels of concentration
over the simulation matrix. The background illumination
is monochromatically calibrated in the same fashion
proportional toφ, white areas are inhibitory and dark areas
excited.

Wave fragment flow is represented by a series of
superimposed time lapse images (unless stated otherwise),
the time lapse is 50 simulation steps. To improve clarity,
only the activator (u) wave front progression is recorded.
Fig. 2 illustrates the same wave fragment in both colour
map (u & v) and time lapse versions (u).

Inputs are created by perturbing a small circular area
of the activator (u) set to a value of 1 with a radius of
2 simulation points in the centre of the disc. All discs

representing inputs and outputs are highlighted with a
blue and green border respectively.

2.2. Vesicle geometry, connectivity and networking

The three dimensional (3D) vesicle connection opportu-
nities and complex internalwave reactions represent a rich
computation substrate. Such depth raises difficulties when
attempting to manually explore computation modalities.
To reduce the complexity to a level wheremanual design is
tractable the vesicles in this study have been approximated
into two dimensional (2D) vesicles (discs). A disc is created
by extracting an imaginary central slice, a cross section of
a BZ vesicle (Fig. 3). This reduction also permits the oppor-
tunity of easily reproducing simulations by projecting cir-
cuits onto a 2D photo-sensitive BZ gel. Signals are discrete,
wave fragments represent thepresence or absence of a par-
ticular signal.

In a previous study we have shown that logic circuits
can be created with uniform discs arranged in hexagonal
networks [9], hexagonal packing being the most efficient
method of sphere (disc) packing. Further opportunities
to modulate wave fragment behaviour are presented
when disc size, connection angle and connection efficacy
are combined in non-homogeneous networks. Disc size
can be adjusted to permit or restrict internal wave
interactions, producing either larger reaction vessel discs
or smaller communications discs (Fig. 4(a)). Connection
angle between discs can be used to direct wave collisions
(Fig. 4(b)) and connection efficiency can effect the wave
focus (Fig. 4(c)).

2.3. Computer simulation experiments

Increasing the relative disc size can be used not only
to allow space for wave fragment collisions (Fig. 4(a))
but other effects are also apparent. Fig. 5 illustrates the
front development of the samewave throughprogressively
smaller terminating discs. In the larger discs the wave
fragment has more space in which to develop and spreads
out to the majority of the disc perimeter, conversely in
the smaller discs the wave fragment does not have time to
develop and terminates almost directly opposite the entry
aperture (see Fig. 6).

Wave fragments cannot survive when the fragment
mass drops below some critical level [25] and this is evi-
dent when comparing progressively smaller aperture sizes

(a) Relative disc sizes. (b) Connection angle. (c) Connection efficiency.

Fig. 4. (a) Discs as reaction vesicles in the left network or communication channels in the right network. (b) The effect of connection angle, the two input
signals combine in the left network to produce an output. Adjusting the angle of the lower input in the right network alters the result of the collision and
no output is produced. (c) The effect of connection efficiency. Large aperture (6 points) connection in the left network results in a broad spreading beam.
Conversely a smaller (4 point) aperture connection in the right network creates a narrow beam wave. (In all images, inputs occur in discs circled in blue,
outputs circled in green.) (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 5. Wave fragment propagating from an fixed lower input disc of size
18 units to variable upper larger discs of radius 80 (left), 60, 40, 30, 25
& 20 (right) units. Source disc has a radius of 18 points and a connection
aperture of 4 units.

Fig. 6. Comparison of aperture sizes. All disc sizes remain fixed at 28units
whilst the aperture is reduced from 8 (leftmost) to 2 units (rightmost).

with fixed size discs. In our system and with a disc radius
of 28 units4 the critical level surrounds an aperture gap of
4 units. Below that fragments do propagate through the
aperture but quickly die. The narrow beam produced as
a result of a 4 unit aperture (type J1) presents an oppor-
tunity to deflect the wave to alternate exits and perform
ballistic style computation [14]. We have found that us-
ing a narrow beam aperture in orthogonal networkswhere
wave fragments do not normally propagate into connected
perpendicular discs particularly useful in creating simple
logic gates (Section 3.1). Furthermore, diode junctions can
be created when networks of narrow (type J1) and broad-
band (type J2) are combined (Section 3.2). Although more
functionality could be achieved with more subtle aperture
adjustments [5] further explorations in this work rely on
combining just the two types, narrow (J1) and broadband
(J2) (Fig. 4(c)).

3. Results

3.1. Elementary logic gates

Electronic logical gates form the building blocks of
more complex digital circuitry forming the foundations of
complex high level components such as microprocessors.
Although we do not envisage creating traditional von
Neumann architecture microprocessors in BZ vesicles,
the ability to create simple logic gates with BZ vesicles
demonstrates that (like electronics) the medium and
architecture is capable of such processing. Logic gates and
composite circuits of logic gates have been created several
times before using the BZ substrate, for example [38,35,
26,16]. Here we illustrate a selection of key gates can be
created using nothing other than interconnected BZ discs.
Fig. 7 illustrates the operation of the most elementary of

4 Simulation grid points.

(a) 0 → 1. (b) 1 → 0.

Fig. 7. Inverter gate (a = b) where the input (a) is centre left (blue ring),
bottom disc (green ring) is the output (b) and a supply, or source logical
‘1’ top most disc (blue ring). (a) a = 0 The gate initiates with the source
pulse in the top disc. In this case, no signal is present at the input disc and
the source pulse travels to the output disc (bottom) resulting in a logical
1 output (1 → 0). (b) a = 1 Again the source pulse travels from top to
bottom, but in this case a collision with a signal present on the input disc
produces a logical 0 output. (0 → 1). (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

gates the inverter (NOT gate). The circuit operation starts
with the simultaneous application of the circuit input (left
most disc) in conjunction with the source (permanent
logical ‘1’) input (top most disc). The circuit operation
terminates by observing the output disc (lower most disc)
at a time when either result state would be present. If
the progression of a wave fragment through a disc is
considered as 1 step then the output disc will hold a valid
result after 2 steps from the application of the source input.
Incorporating a parallel un-modulated source signal that
travels from output to input could also be used to indicate
the point at which the output discs holds a valid output. In
this case this would simply consist of 3 serial discs.

The operation of an AND gate and the inversion, the
NAND gate are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The result of a
wave collision in the NOT gate was exploited to deflect and
extinguish the source wave into the disc edge, whereas in
the AND gate the collision between the two inputs results
in 2 perpendicular fragments, one of which develops in the
output cell to produce the result.

A NAND gate can created by combining the NOT gate
and the AND gate Fig. 9. NAND gates are known as
universal gates since all other gates can be created from
arrangements of NAND gates alone.5 The NOT gate (Fig. 7)
is integrated below the AND gate in the lower row (Fig. 8)
where the activity of a horizontal source signal inverts the
vertical output.

The OR gate is used to detect the presence of one or
more signals. A logical ‘1’ on any input results in an output
(Fig. 10). Common amongst all these gates, the output
value of a logical ‘1’ or ‘0’ as indicated by the presence
or absence of wave is only valid at a specific point in the
development and in these instances, approximated to be
proportional to time. For example the OR gate output is
sampled after a wave fragment has travelled by one disc
unit (td = 1). Therefore the annihilation of the (a, b) (1, 1)
case and the continuation of thewaves into opposing input
cells for cases (a, b) (0, 1) and (a, b) (1, 0) does not effect the
outcome.

5 NOR gates are also universal gates.
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(a) 01 → 0. (b) 10 → 0. (c) 11 → 1.

Fig. 8. Two input AND gate (c = a • b) where inputs a, b are top left and right discs (blue rings) and output c is the bottom central disc (green ring).
(a) (a, b)(0, 1) A wave from input b propagates uninterrupted and terminates in the opposing input disc a. (b) (a, b)(1, 0) Likewise, a wave from input b
propagates uninterrupted and terminates in the input disc b. (c) (a, b)(1, 1) Waves from both input discs a and b collide in the central disc and eject two
perpendicular waves, one of which propagates into the output disc (c). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

(a) 00 → 1. (b) 01 → 1. (c) 10 → 1. (d) 11 → 0.

Fig. 9. Two input NAND gate (c = a • b) where inputs a, b are top left and right discs (blue rings) and output c is the bottom left disc (green ring), source
input is located on the bottom right (blue ring). Operation is identical to the AND gate (Fig. 8) but with an inverter (Fig. 7) integrated along the bottom
disc row. (a)–(c) The source input provides a logical ‘1’ output for all input combinations other than (a, b) (1, 1). (d) (a, b) (1, 1) Output from the AND gate
portion of the gate collides with the source input creating a logical ‘0’ output. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

(a) 00 → 0. (b) 01 → 1. (c) 10 → 1.

(d) 11 → 1.

Fig. 10. Two input OR gate (c = a + b) where inputs a, b are left and right discs (blue rings) and the central disc is the output c (green ring). (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

The XOR gate is used to signal a difference between sig-
nals, producing an outputwhen inputs alternate regardless
of the composition of the difference. Fig. 12 illustrates the
BZ disc implementation along with the inversion NXOR in
Fig. 11.

3.2. Half adder

The half adder is a sub-system used in binary addition
circuits. The half adder adds two binary digits and when
connectedwith another half adder creates a full 1 bit adder.
One bit adders can then in turn be connected together
to make nth bit adders (Fig. 13). A half adder can be
constructed from a combination of two logic gates the XOR
and AND gate. There are two inputs (a& b) and two outputs
(S & C), the binary sum (S) of a & b is achieved by the
XOR gate (S = a ⊕ b) and inability of the configuration
(overflow) to present the 1 + 1 input is achieved with a
carry (C) output, (C = a • b).

A. 1 bit half adder created from BZ discs can also be
constructed from connecting a BZ disc AND gate and XOR
gate (Section 3.1). Fig. 14 shows the BZ disc conjunction
for the half adder circuit. The input a needs to be repeated
on the other side of input b in order for this circuit to
work. This is necessary in order to overcome the signal
passing problem, a universal problem for systems where
signals propagate along specific planular channels. There
are twoways to overcome this problem, either add identity
to the signals in such a way that signals can share the
medium or share the medium at different times. How two
or more waves could be identified and share the same
space in this BZ system remains unclear because of the
diffusive nature of the reaction. However sharing a channel
medium in time6 is possible if the time difference between
signals is large enough to prevent the refractory tail from

6 In communications systems this is knownas TimeDivisionMultiplex-
ing (TDM).
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(a) 00 → 1. (b) 01 → 0. (c) 10 → 0. (d) 11 → 1.

Fig. 11. Two input NXOR gate (c = a ⊕ b) where inputs are middle row left and right (blue rings), the output disc is centre bottom (green ring) and source
input centre top (blue ring). The OR structure (Fig. 10) is repeated in the central row, the output of which deflects the source input from the centre top
disc, the result is an NXOR gate. The output of the NXOR can then be inverted to create a XOR gate (Fig. 12). (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

(a) 00 → 0. (b) 01 → 1. (c) 10 → 1. (d) 11 → 0.

Fig. 12. Two input XOR gate (c = a ⊕ b) where inputs are middle row left and right (blue rings), the output disc is bottom left (green ring) and there are
two source inputs, centre top and bottom right (blue rings). The gate is an extension of the inverting the NXOR gate (Fig. 11). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

(a) One bit half adder. (b) One bit full adder.

Fig. 13. (a) One bit half adder. The circuit comprises of two outputs, the sum (S) derived from the XOR gate (S = a ⊕ b) and carry (C) derived from the
AND gate (C = a • b). (b) One bit full adder. Two half adders can be cascaded together to create a full 1 bit adder (S = Ci ⊕ (a ⊕ b), Co = a • b + (a ⊕ b)).
In turn full 1 bit adders can be cascaded to create an N bit adder. The D blocks represent signal delays required in order to synchronise signal pulses from
different sources.

one extinguishing the other. Fig. 15 illustrates one such
temporal separation strategy, where signal a passes over
signal b but becomes shifted in time. The circuit operates
with two types of apertures, one that creates a narrow
beam (type J1)wave and another that creates a broad beam
(type J2) wave. Signals a & b travel from bottom to top,
with a on the left and b on the right. The signal a is split
at the junction to the first disc and a fragment a′ travels
horizontally towards b. Meanwhile b is already traversing
the first disc and has progressed into the final disc before
a′ crosses the b path allowing a′ to cross b. A time shift td
now exists between a, b and a′, b so any further processing
between a′ and bmust therefore delay b by td. This strategy
relies on allowing sufficient time for the refractory tail of
signal b to have a negligible effect on a. If the signals are not
sufficiently separated then b will extinguish a′ which can
in another context be used as another logical construction
(Fig. 16).

Venturing into 3 dimensions (3D) resolves the signal
passing problem all together, allowing signals to be routed
vertically. At this stage only 2 dimensional (2D) structures
of discs have been explored, but these are approximations
of our target computation node, a 3D BZ vesicle. In this
current 2D perspective, overcoming the signal passing
problem via interconnecting linking layers above and
below planular 2D functions seems the next logical step
analogous to a methodology used in 2 layer andmultilayer
electronic circuit boards.

Another specific solution for the half adder circuit
which removes the need to repeat one of the inputs is
possible if all the signal modulation techniques are ex-
ploited; disc connection geometry, disc size and aperture
efficacy (Section 2.2). Fig. 17 demonstrates a half adder
design where most of the processing occurs in one cen-
tral reactor disc. The central disc achieves the AND func-
tion (Fig. 17(c)) and the XOR function (Fig. 17(b) & (c)).
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(a) ab(0, 0) → S = 0, C = 0. (b) ab(1, 0) → S = 1, C = 0.

(c) ab(0, 1) → S = 1, C = 0. (d) ab(1, 1) → S = 0, C = 1.

Fig. 14. Half adder circuit (S = a ⊕ b, C = a • b) where inputs are located along the central row, a far left, b central and then a repeated far right (blue
rings), two source inputs located top left and bottom right (blue ring). The output cell is bottom left (green ring). The circuit is constructed by combining
an XOR gate (Fig. 12) (bottom left) and the AND gate (Fig. 8) (top right). The issue of the signal passing problem is obviated by replicating one of the inputs
‘a’ (see signal passing problem below). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Fig. 15. Signal passing problem resolved by sharing the same space (a cross road) but at different times. Signals travel from bottom to top. (a) Shows the
independent path of signal a. The signal is split by using a broad band aperture at the junction between the 1st and 2nd disc to create a′ . (b) Shows the
independent path of signal b. (c) Shows a′ crossing b.

Considering the central disc principally in terms of an AND
gate; then the XOR function can be considered as being de-
rived from the AND gate response to input sets (a, b)(0, 1)
and (a, b)(1, 0). The outputs of which are curved around
into an OR gate in the S output disc creating the XOR func-
tion.

3.3. Memory cells

Memory is an essential facet of both adaptive behaviour
in Nature and in synthetic computation. It permits animals
and machines to build an internal state independent from

the current external world state. In this section we present
a simple 1 bit volatile read write memory cell constructed
entirely with BZ discs. The cell design is independent but
similar to previous designs [26,27] in so much that the
existence or absence of a rotating wave represents the
setting or resetting of 1 bit of information.

When two BZ waves progress in opposite directions
around an enclosed channel, loop or ring of connected
discs, then at some point the two opposing wave fronts
will meet and are always mutually annihilated (Fig. 19(a)).
Nevertheless, if a unidirectional wave can be inserted
into the loop then that wave front will rotate around the
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Fig. 16. Signal passing gate. When the time difference between two signals trying to cross is too small the refractory tail of one signal will cause extinction
in the other. This feature can be exploited to create another logic gate. The output in this gate produces c = a • b. (a) Shows the independent path of signal
a. Signal a is split by using a broad band aperture at the junction between the 1st and 2nd disc to create a′ . (b) Shows the independent path of signal b. (c)
The refractory tail of b extinguishes signal a′ .

(a) ab(1, 0) → S = 1, C = 0. (b) ab(0, 1) → S = 1, C = 0. (c) ab(1, 1) → S = 0, C = 1.

Fig. 17. Composite half adder circuit (S = a ⊕ b, C = a • b) where inputs and outputs are all connected to a central reactor disc which can achieve both
the AND and XOR function. The two half outputs from the XOR operation are recombined with an OR operation with addition discs in the top right. The
circuit uses all 3 methods of modulation, connection angle, disc size and aperture efficacy (Section 2.2).

(a) Pass a → b. (b) Block b → a.

Fig. 18. BZ disc diode. (a) Signal propagates from bottom to top (a → b). A broad band (type J2) aperture at the 2nd (right angle) junction connection
permits the signal to expand horizontally towards b. (b) Signal propagates from right to left (b → a). Conversely the narrow band junction at the 2nd (right
angle) junction prohibits propagation towards a.

loop indefinitely7. (Fig. 19(b)). Furthermore the rotating
wave can be terminated by the injection of another
asynchronous wave rotating in the opposite direction
(Fig. 19(c)). Opposing inputs into a loop are analogous to
a memory set or reset. Reading the state of the cell without
changing the state can be achieved by connecting another
output node where a stream of pulses can be directed to
modulate other circuits [20].

The loop and a unidirectional gate (diode) are the two
key constructions of this type of memory cell. Unidirec-
tional gates in BZ media have previously been created by
exploiting asymmetric geometries or chemistry on either
side of a barrier [10]. An alternative design is possible how-
ever using discs connectedwith different apertures. Fig. 18

7 For as long as the chemical reagents can sustain the reaction.

illustrates a diode constructed from a right angle junction
connected by a broad band (type J2) aperture to a vertical
column and by a narrow beam (type J1) aperture to a hori-
zontal row. Signal flow is only possible from bottom to top
(a → b) because of the asymmetric apertures in the right
angle connecting the disc. The operation relies on the rela-
tionship between the wave expansion and the angle of the
connection. Fine control of thewave beamwould in theory
allow other angles of connectivity [5] and other functions.
In practice fine control of wave diffusion is however dif-
ficult to achieve and hence we have restricted our choice
between just two types.

As the rotating wave progresses around the loop in the
memory cell illustrated in Fig. 19, the opposing input cell
also inadvertently becomes an output cell. This may be
undesirable in some designs but can be easily resolved
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Fig. 19. Memory cell development. (a) Hexagonal connected loop of discs, perturbing the medium in any of the cells always leads to complete wave
extinction as counter-clockwise and clockwise wave fronts meet at some point during the path. (b) Insertion of a angled diode junction inserts a
unidirection (counter-clockwise) wave that rotates indefinitely (in simulation). (b) Addition of another opposing diode junction provides for the insertion
of unidirectional (clockwise) wave. Insertion of a wave from either input disc (a–b) can be cancelled by inserting another asynchronous unidirectional
wave from the other opposing disc. Inserting more than one wave is not sustainable and always results in a reduction to one wave front.

Fig. 20. Memory cell with additional diodes on the cell inputs. Two additional angled diode junctions are added to each of the input discs (a & b). This
prevents a reverse wave flow back down either of the inputs. An example output disc is also connected (top left). (a) Wave insertion at (top right) a input
node results in a persistent counter-clockwisewave. Reversewave flow down the opposing (bottom) input is blocked by an angled diode junction. (b)Wave
insertion at (bottom) b input node results in a persistent clockwise wave. Reverse wave flow down the opposing (top right) a input is likewise, blocked by
an angled diode junction. (c) Simultaneous a & b inputs produce one output pulse (c) and annihilate wave rotation.

by adding another pair of diode junctions to the circuit.
Fig. 20 shows such a design, where opposing inputs are not
affected by the opposing input.

4. Discussion

Our research is an exploratory component within a col-
laborative project that aims to create a lipid encapsulated
BZ vesicle and organise those vesicles into a functional net-
work. The lipid membrane and the nonlinear oscillatory
nature of the BZ medium encodes some of the features
apparent in biological information processing. Whilst
inter-neuron communication is electrical, modulation of

that activity is chemical and in the case of individual
neurons modulation dominates at the synaptic junction.
The membrane between two vesicles can be considered
a simple analogue of the synaptic junction, a small con-
tact area that can modulate signals in between vesicles.
Similarly the electric upstate firing and downstate quies-
cence of neural signalling is an analogue of chemical excita-
tion and refraction. Connecting vesicles together presents
the fascinating possibility of creating a chemical process-
ing device similar in principle to biological systems [29].

Another analogue between Natural processing and
vesicles is the relationship to artificial Life. The cell is
the building block of all known life on Earth. Mechanistic
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explanation for the genesis of Life and the cell remain
elusive, but a key aspect of cell morphology is the concept
of a cell wall and the ability to separate one state (the
outside) from another (the inside), the possibility for an
increase in entropy [21]. One theory (amongst many) is a
role for lipids in the spontaneous formation of simple cells
and hence the development of a separate entity different
from the surrounding environment. Whether spontaneous
lipid cell formation played a role in early Life remains to be
seen, but the principle of an enclosing membrane to a cell
like unit appears essential in order separate environment
from agent. Enclosing a nonlinear chemical oscillator such
as the BZ reaction into a cell (vesicle) leads to another
type of phenomena. If the reaction (upstate) in a vesicle
can in some degree migrate across the membrane then
the reaction in one vesicle could influence the reaction
in another, and in turn be subject of influence. The
nature of the excited and refractory temporal dynamics
of the reaction can lead to interesting emergent ensemble
behaviour [40]. Computer simulations of such behaviour
of similar simple processing units, known as ‘Cellular
Automata’ (CA) has been extensively studied [42] and can
lead to interesting Life like behaviour [12].

The exploration in the computationmodalities of BZ en-
capsulated vesicles is promising then on (at least) two lev-
els. The macroscale of organised behaviour (classification
of this work) and the small scale emergent oscillatory be-
haviour analogous to cellular automata. The parallel be-
tween the notion of a conscious single thread behaviour
and the unconscious parallel emergent behaviour. In this
studywehave shown thatmost of the computation accom-
plishments of previous geometrically constrained BZ pro-
cessing at the macroscale can be achieved with BZ discs
alone. In extrapolating discs into spherical vesicles more
interesting behaviour and processing is likely to be possi-
ble8 albeit at the cost of the simplicity and clarity of design.

5. Future work

Experiments are currently in progress to replicate these
simulation results in real chemistry (an example of the
AND gate is shown in the appendix (Appendix A)). Our goal
is to explore computational modalities of interconnected
discs and vesicles. In doing so we hope that such
work will both inspire novel chemical computing and
introduce new strategies for use in existing systems
and other mediums (including silicon) or conventional
computers. Implementing devices that are known to be an
essential to perform conventional computation is useful
for demonstrative purposes. Expunging the computing
capabilities of geometrically modulated reaction diffusion
computers. Nevertheless the innate massively parallel
and deep temporal–spatial nature of such a substrate is
a good candidate to explore the kind of computation
problems for which von Neumann architecture machines
perform so poorly. Previous studies have shown that RD
systems are capable of performing computation in the

8 The innate resolution of the signal passing problem (Section 3.2) for
example.

conventional paradigm and this study has shown that
distributing encapsulated RD units in cell like units is
equally competent. On that basis other perhaps unknown
structures and strategies could be developed beyond our
current understanding. To achieve these aims and in part,
not to be biased by known solutions and tradition design
methodology our next step is to apply an evolutionary
strategy to evolve functional networks of discs. We intend
to focus on solving computational tasks for which the
solutions are currently protracted in conventional systems.

6. Summary

Creating components, gates and circuits commonly
used in the design of discrete conventional computers
within geometrically constrained constructions containing
sub-excitable BZ media has been extensively studied both
in simulation and real chemistry. This work has shown
that some of the previous circuits, logic gates, composite
logic gate circuits (the half adder) and memory can be
reproduced using networks of interconnected discs alone.
Wave modulation through discs can be manipulated by
changing the network interconnections, relative disc sizes
and aperture efficiency. All the designs presented rely
on a uniform excitability level of the reaction. This is
an important consideration since discs or vesicles whose
function relies on non-uniform excitation levels may
eventually fail as reagents equalise across connecting
junctions, additionally photo-modulation of excitability
is possible with discs in 2 dimensions, but otherwise
impossible with vesicles in 3 dimensional structures.
Elementary and universal logic gates and composite
circuits have also been shown possible with a uniform disc
size and aperture gap connected in a simple orthogonal
network structure, whereas other circuits such as the
diode and memory cell rely on a combination of different
geometric connectivity, disc size and aperture efficacy.
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Appendix

An example of some initial results from on-going
laboratory work is shown in Fig. 21(a). An identical
background image generated from the simulation soft-
ware, where light intensity is proportional to φ and
is projected onto a thin layer of silica gel containing
a photo-sensitive (Ru(bpy)2+3 ) catalyst for the BZ reac-
tion. The gel is submerged in catalyst-free BZ reagents
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Fig. 21. Example of laboratory work in progress. (a) AND gate response to (a, b) (1, 1) → 1 in real chemistry experiment. Fine wave fragments can be
observed travelling from the input zones (dark areas, top left and right) and moving into the output disc as a result of collisions in the central disc. Disc
diameter∼14mm, time duration from initiation to output cell bottomwall was∼510 s. (b) AND gate simulation (a, b) (1, 1) → 1 repeated for comparison
from Section 3.1. Input discs are top left and right (blue rings), the output disc is bottom central (green ring). (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

(NaBrO3, CH2(COOH)2, H2SO4 & BrMA).9 Waves are con-
tinuously initiated by inserting silver colloidal particles
onto the gel surface at the centre of the two input discs
(dark centres, top left and right). Fine waves can be seen
travelling out from each input disc, colliding in the cen-
tral disc and then expanding into the output disc (bot-
tom). For comparison the result of the simulated AND gate
(Section 3.1) is shown in the adjacent frame (Fig. 21(b)).
The real chemistry image (Fig. 21(a)) is a single image of
multiple wave initiations, whereas the simulation image
(Fig. 21(b)) is a composite of time lapse images of a single
wave initiation.
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